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Puppies, what’s not to love? I question the character of a person who doesn’t love
puppies. Puppies provide special challenges in training. From the time they come
home, they are in training. You spend time teaching them to relieve themselves
outside rather than on your living room carpet. You teach pups to be good citizens,
get along with others (animals and people), and give them lots of experience
running in the field. This does a couple of things. It teaches them to be out front
because it’s their job to find the bird, helps them to develop physically and gives
them confidence.
At my house, when there is a litter of pups there tends to be more visitors. We
don’t mind. It helps to socialize the pups and makes them better dogs. Kids seem
to do the best job, but young men playing video games with a pup in their lap seems
to work equally well. The puppies become part of the family and we tend to grow
attached to them, maybe because we look at them as ours until they are picked up
by new owners.
Writing this article, I am missing my puppies just a little. You see, the last litter
went home yesterday. They were shipped via Delta Airlines very early in the
morning. I spent the day worrying about “my pups” and their fate. In my sleep
deprived state I concocted all types of scenarios, but in the end they arrived safely
to their destination and the pups condition was confirmed by a phone call from the
owners. I know the new owners will bring out the best in these pups and that is
what soothes me, and the 5 adult dogs that share my life.
There are so many factors when selecting a breeder, but one of the most important
is socialization. When looking for a breeder for a pup, ask the operators of
kennels what they do to socialize the pups. Do they play with pups, how early do
they start interacting with pups, and do they get regular playtime with people of all
ages? If you visit, do the pups come when called, are they excited to see you or are
they disinterested? All clues to the level of socialization.
If you have a new puppy, pick up your shoes and treasured items, good luck, and
enjoy every minute of their puppyhood. If you don’t have a pup, remember that
dogs of all ages have some puppy in them so enjoy them too.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Ask Butch Encore:
Reprinted from May 2013
Butch, Cassie is a six year old EB who is a great hunter. She courses well and finds birds. The problem that I
would like you to address has occurred in the past two years. When on point and usually very close to the
bird, if the bird takes a step or moves, Cassie will try to grab it. This situation occurs about half of the time. In
trying to think like a dog I have come up with two possible reasons:


Competition from the other dogs, usually her sister and/or



Cassie perhaps thinks that the bird is hers and she does not want it to get away

Other times she is good about honoring another dog’s point. Please help with my confusion so that I can take
corrective action. Janis
Janis...I was not aware you were the trainer in the family. This makes it much easier to correct. First, put an
e-collar on your husband. This will have many great side effects. Every time he decides in the next year he
must hunt both dogs together turn the transmitter up and give him a jolt and then, and only then, turn the
button down and mildly stimulate Cassie. Kindly put her back in the kennel till it's her turn to hunt. I believe
a dog must be successful by itself before it can hunt together with it's kennel mate. I've shared this one
concept for many years: Hunt two hours with the older dog, two hours with the younger dog and, if you've
taken your senior vitamins, hunt the last two hours of the day with both dogs. Part of your problem is your
handler never really had the ability to hunt and or train two dogs at the same time. This is tough love but the
shoe just might fit. Cassie could be one fantastic dog, we just need to let her shine. A little pre-season steady
on planted birds will shape her up for what looks like a good bird season. Best of friends...Butch
Butch, I just got back from Benson and trying to get organized. My three year old has a more "relaxed"
pointing style than I would like. He does not break or creep, but looks back to see where we are and when we
are going to get there. He is a solid reliable dog, but I would like his points to be a little more focused. The
good part I like about his points are that he has a classic EB style with head high and rigid body. Ken
Ken...I too, am getting busy, but have seen this relaxed point many times. Bunches of wild bird hunting
would help but for training I'll share what's worked for me. If it wasn't for competition this would not be
much to worry about. He's solid broke on his birds but his point doesn't light a fire; yours or his. Let's take a
step back and discuss the reasons. One reason could be "More training than hunting". This is fairly common.
Another reason could be we overly corrected in the breaking process without enough fun: It could have been
Continued on page 3
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Ask Butch - Continued from page 2
too early and the pup didn't have enough wild bird experience. The young dog showed he was ready to break early
but we missed the tell tale signs that he was saying "Whoa for today". It could just be his demeanor but I'm not
going with that one. Somehow he's lost his intensity so lets focus on this issue.
Have four to six quail or pigeons but plant one at a time. Plant it in a short grass field with a higher clump so you
know exactly where the bird is. This is absolutely important. As you stroll up to your dog, without saying a word,
shoot the bird on the ground and command him to fetch with NO hesitation. Praise the heck out of him and put
him back in the kennel. Plant another bird in a different clump and repeat the process. It's very important to wear
duct tape on your pie hole as he needs no distractions. Walk barely past him when you Arkansas the still sleeping
bird. This has worked for me on long-tailed dogs that flagged and should work for you. After you've done this for
two sessions go to pigeons in a release trap (homers) and if he turns to see where you're at, push the button. Good
luck and let me know how it goes...Butch
Butch Nelson

Put Butch’s many years of experience to work for you. Don’t be shy and if you want your name left off
we can make the questions anonymous. Send you questions to: Butch Nelson, PO Box 858, Denton,
MT 59430 or hyaliteknls@yahoo.com

Iven (Buddy) hunting in Oklahoma in February. Photo by Norman Pope
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Grain Free Dog Food Update 2016:
Working with an Older Dog By Ken Bruwelheide
This article is an update to previous articles I wrote
about grain free dog food. It is also an observation
about a senior dog, our Ambra Du Hyalite called
Daisy (2005).
As dogs age their ability to digest food for its full
benefit changes. Just like people there are
digestive system changes that may affect the
benefit they derive from their food no matter what
they are fed. As a senior myself I can identify with
this change.
My older Epagneul Breton, Daisy, just turned
11 in February 2016. If you had watched her hunt
last fall you could not have readily guessed her age.
Other than a greying muzzle she has plenty of
energy and hunt drive. Butch Nelson made a
similar observation when watching her run. I did
limit her field time during fall 2015 dependent on
weather and terrain. Whew, did she howl when I
did not let her go afield!

Daisy in 2015

We had an active bird hunting season until December snows and cold set in. On hunting days I made sure
that all of the dogs were fed their normal ration of grain free food plus some extra soft canned protein.
Daisy ended the season with a bit of weight loss and the other two dogs aged then 8 and 3 did not.
Having made this observation as well as noticing that Daisy did not seem to have her normal pep and
bright eyed look in December Janis and I decided to check in with our local animal nutritionist, Libby
Burr, owner of Bridger Animal Nutrition in Bozeman, MT. After discussing Daisy’s age, her active
hunting season and almost daily runs in the field for conditioning Libby made the following suggestions:
1.

Mix Daisy’s normal grain free adult food 50/50 with a companion product from the same
manufacturer that provides her with about 100 more calories per cup. Daisy is fed ½ cup in
the morning and a cup in the evening. She weighs about 36 pounds. We also put two squirts
of omega 3 fatty salmon oil in our dogs’ evening meal.

2. To help an older dog digest food better and derive more benefit Libby suggested that we use a
digestive enzyme/probiotic power of about ¼ teaspoon per meal for Daisy.
After just a few weeks, wow what a difference these changes made for our dog! Her eyes are brighter and
livelier, she has a lot of energy, and this now 11 year old dog is bringing us toys to play again! These are
just a couple of subtle, but important, dietary changes that seem to have made a difference for our dog.
May she have more happy years in the field and in our home.
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Tails from the Field:
Hunting Hungarian Partridge By Peter N. Wax
I grew

up in north-central North Dakota in a town called Minot. We
lived along a dirt road on the edge of town and the only gamebird
within walking distance were Hungarian partridge. My Father would
not allow me to call them gray partridge like the game and fish
department or Huns like the locals, only Hungarian partridge would
do. To my Father, the son of German immigrants from Gisellafalva,
Hungary, they were the King’s game. I on the other hand always felt
they were a secondary bird compared to the Chinese pheasant that
lived four hours to the southwest or sharptail grouse that lived nearly
two hours to the west. Unlike the pedestrian Hungarian partridge that
lived everywhere these exotic birds where big and lived in twisted
creek bottoms or on miles of wild prairie and flushed in cackling splendor or in puttering squadrons. We hunted
pheasant one weekend a year and grouse only a couple as gas was a precious commodity to my school teacher
father, so I hunted mostly from my mother’s porch.
The land that the Hungarian partridge lived on was also not very special. Instead of twisted creeks, brushy draws
and oceans of grass it was neat squares of wheat fields checkered or bordered by small pastures, each with a
government funded stock pond or swimming hole depending on the time of the year. The only trees were
planted by the homesteaders and they also were in neat rows or blocks surrounding the neat little farmsteads.
The farm folks around Minot were mostly of Norwegian descent, happy and friendly they nearly always allowed a
boy access to hunt the little Hungarian partridge. Being as unappreciative as only youth can, I took this for
granted and dreamed of someday moving to where the land was more interesting and full of long-tailed rooster
pheasants and big prairie grouse.
The little Hungarian partridge lived everywhere. They nested in the smallest amount of neglected grass, along
prairie trails, fence rows, edges of the family burn pit or at the base of a deserted granary. In the winter when the
temperature would drop to minus 20 degrees and the wind would gust to 40 mph the little birds would huddle in
the wheat stubble sleeping, eating, dusting and picking in cover sparse enough to see through and still gain
weight. Their system of living directly on top of their food source by making a snow divot to break the wind and
huddling in a circle to share warmth was ideally suited for the near arctic conditions around Minot and often the
harsher the winter the greater survival as the weather killed more predators than Hungarian partridge.
The only real winter enemies to Hungarian partridge were rain and owls. A mid-winter rain followed by a freeze
brought pneumonia and if followed by a true blizzard froze and buried small coveys. After the first snow the
coveys were easily seen and predated on by great horned and snowy owls. The great horned owl hunted at night
and the snowy during the day but the outcome was the same. The owl soundlessly and invisibly lands on an
individual partridge, pick off its wings and swallows it whole while the rest scatter. Winters when the snow was
more than 4-feet deep and the earth completely white the owls extracted a terrible toll on the little birds and
without interference they would exterminate whole covey’s one bird at a time. Back then many an owl found
interference from the local farm boys in true western style.
Continued on page 6
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Hunting Hungarian Partridge - Continued from page 5
My Dad and I hunted the Hungarian partridge beginning on the second
full weekend of September until December 31st and the daily bag was
usually four birds though some years three and other five. Based on our
observations the daily bag had no connection to the population of
partridge and the joke was that game commissioner threw dried partridge
bones to decide on the daily limit though he claimed the postman did a
survey. We never did figure out what the postman and game management
had in common, but like calling Hungarian partridge gray partridge we
figured it was more about politics than science.

Early in the season any old target load would do as 7/8 ounces of 8’s was
plenty but as the season matured we would switch to 1 1/8th of 7 ½’s and later to 6’s. While Hungarians partridge
are not particularly tough they flush at longer ranges as the season matures until 30 plus yards is normal and the
heavier 6’s stay lethal out to 45 yards.
In early fall we hunted small fields of wheat stubble along the edges of both spring and summer pastures but as
the season mature we hunted larger wheat fields with the occasional wetland. The edges of wetlands that had gone
dry in mid-summer and were infested with weeds, sedges and Indian tobacco were particularly productive. If we
found a flax field we would nearly always unloaded the dog as Hungarian partridge love flax but no matter what
grain type we a always looked for the edge; edge of a fence line, edge of wetland or edge of a grassed water way.
We hunted with a German shorthaired pointer that had enough lung and engine to cover 300 yards swatches all
day and enough smarts to go bigger if no objective or scent was encountered. It took a smart pup less than a
season to learn to run the downwind edge of any objective and to swing deeper when walking down wind and it
took my Dad even less time to assess the intelligence of any dog. When the snow came my Dad would not come
every time and by the time deer season ended in November he would stop completely.
Snow changed the game from one of walking slowly watching the dog until he pointed to one of chasing the
fleeing coveys until they break into singles or fly into heavy cover which was not my father’s way of hunting
Hungarian partridge. I never stopped. I would run that shorthair until he his limited fur was about wore off and
he glowed red. He never asked for quarters and I never gave them. If there ever was a greater dog on this planet
I have not met him.
When the snow was less than a foot deep and soft enough to
blow I hunted Hungarian partridge just like there was no
snow only I hunted the biggest stubble fields or ones with a
deserted farmstead in it. The lilacs and trash of a deserted
farmstead provided the Hungarian partridge some protection
against the owls as did the vast landscape of a mile square of
stubble. When hunting big fields I looked for divots in the
snow where the birds had been digging, feeding and roosting.
Once found, I would hunt until I had exhausted the field and
then moved to the field across the road for while the
Hungarians partridge have multiple roosting locations they are
seldom more than a half-mile apart.

Continued on page 7
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Hunting Hungarian Partridge - Continued from page 6
Once the dog points it is time to make haste, not because
the dog is unsteady, but because the partridge feel
exposed in the snow and have a short tolerance as a consequence. Unlike rooster pheasants I have rarely ever
seen a pointed covey on the ground even in the snow. If
they hold for a shot on the first rise they will not on the
second or the third but usually by the forth some of the
stronger males will out-fly the females and the covey will
start to unravel. While my Dad did not physically hunt in
the snow with me, his teachings always did, and when the
birds started breaking into singles and pairs I would circle
wide and take the furthest flying birds as they were often
males and I never shot more than two birds out of a
family covey or four out of a large consolidated one.
It was tough hunting and rarely did I shoot a limit after the snow covered the ground but chasing birds and
getting none beat doing homework and my Dad, a school teacher, always told me I would learn more from the
field then a book. Often while walking back half frozen with that shorthair and nothing in my game bag I would
wish to live in pheasant country. In pheasant country I would shoot late season limits everyday from the
twisted creeks and brush covered draws as there was plenty of cover there to hold the birds.
Twenty-five years ago I move to the edge of good pheasant and grouse country. Coupled with a fulltime job I
was finally able to live out my dream of hunting the loud and gaudy rooster and the giant sharptail grouse
everyday of the season if I so desired for the first twenty years I gave it a pretty good try, shooting 50 to 70 birds
of each species annually. I still shot an occasional Hungarian partridge but they were happy accidents
harvested off lucky finds by my dogs. As I shot the ridiculous roosters over and over again I started enjoying
the native sharptail grouse and occasional Hungarian partridge more and more until somewhere along the way I
started measuring the season not in long tails but in the number of Hungarian partridge covey I found on the
edge of the stubble, pastures, grassed waterways and abandoned homestead.
Over the last half dozen years I have found it deeply rewarding to release a dog with good wheels, a big
carbonator and no quit into wheat stubble and letting him or her use their talents and strengths independent of
my control. To watch a smart dog take the edge and run its full length followed by a new line 200 or 300 yards
deeper brings a heartfelt satisfaction and the eventual point a special thrill. The points are almost always
witnessed and the King’s Game usually cooperative. In my hand the drab Hungarian partridge of my youth is
boldly beautiful in his complex patterns of fine lace and royal sash. On the table the wildness is sweat to my
tongue and the aroma a whispered memory of my Mother in her kitchen gone now many years. After forty-five
years of hunting upland game I think I finally understand why my Father stopped hunting Hungarian partridge
in the late seasons, and while I am not about to join him in front of the fireplace, I just might switch to shooting
pheasants when the Hungarian partridge become wild.
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Specialty and Confirmation Show in Denton
The Big Sky Club will offer a Specialty Show with conformation by judges on
August 29 in Denton. For those of you that are unable to travel to the national
events, this is an excellent opportunity to have your dog confirmed and enter a
UKC Dog Show locally.
Honorable Judge William Gunn will by judging the event. Entries must be
in attendance between 7-8 am with the Show beginning at 9 am NLC Total
Dog/Total Junior, Special Exhibition (Class Elevage)
DOS $35; JS $15; NLC $20; PE $30 received by August 15, 2016
Chairperson: Lynda Kieres (406) 777-5894 topperlyn@hotmail.com
Event Secretary: Janis Bruwelheide, 1406 Robin Ln, Bozeman IL 59715 (406)
587-0405kenandjanisbruwhelheide@yahoo.com
in

About Honorable Judge Sandy Gunn
Sandy has been breeding and showing dogs since 1970. He has bred English Pointers,
Gordon Setters, and Jack Russell Terrier. Sandy judges both field and show events. He
has been judging since 1980
In addition to Canada, Gunn has judged in Argentina, Australia, Bermuda, China,
Colombia, England, Ireland, New Zealand, Scotland, and USA. When you attend the
trial and show in August, please give Sandy a warm Big Sky welcome.
o allow the judge to evaluate its efficiency of movement

Fun Dog Fact:

If a guy has a
dog with him,
he’s three times
more likely to
get a girl’s
phone number.

Bash working chukkar.
Photo by Fatmi Anders
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The Rocky Mountain Cup Field Trials *
Sponsored by: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club &
Prairie Pointing Dog Club
Denton, Montana

August 27 - Saturday
Event Type-Wild
Open Braces, Open Solo & Gun Solo
Start 8 am

August 28 - Sunday
Event Type-Liberated
Open Braces, Open Solo, Gun Solo & TAN
Start 8 am

Big Sky EB Specialty Show
Denton, MT

Entry Fees:
Gun: $40
Open: $50
TAN: $30
Gun with TAN Equivalent: $60
Entry Deadline: August 15, 2016

August 29 - Monday

Field Trial Secretary: Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714 or sniesar@outlook.com

NLC Total Dog/Total Junior, Special Exhibition
(Class Elevage)
Start at 9 am

*This trial is open to all pointing breeds
*All dogs must be UKC registered
* The number of runs in each event is limited

Entry Deadline: August 15, 2016
Show Chairperson: Lynda Kieres
(topperlyn@hotmail.com
Show Secretary: Janis Bruwelheide
kenandjanisbruwhelheide@yahoo.com

Headquarters
Drive 4 miles E of Denton on Highway 81, turn North onto Alton Cutoff Road, continue 1 mile North,
then turn East onto Bally Dome Road, proceed for 5 miles, turn right at the top of the hill.

For more information and field trial premium go to:
http://montanabreton.com/2016%20denton%20wild%20trial%20premium.pdf
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Puppy Parade - Training

Midtvejs Pigro (male 10.5 months old)
retrieving a fox, proving that the EB is a versatile dog! Photo by Karsten Hinnerup

Sometimes you need to teach by demonstration.
Photo by Ray Peres

Dixie. Photo by
Norman Pope

In training.
Jerome × Hollywood!
Photo by Richard York

A full mouth. Photo by Butch Nelson

Some have
focus...others not so
much.
Photo by Kelly Engle

Gypsy with bird at 6 weeks.
Photo by Hal Avery
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Puppy Parade - Fun Pictures
A hunting dog is made!
Photo by Norman Pope

Cinder
TracHer pauses in the flowers.
Photo by Susan Davy

An alert Joie.
Photo by
David Bordewyk

Xena & Pipa.
Photo by Ray Peres

Puppy in a box. Photo by Keith and Sue Beseke

Lagoo, owned by Fred Overby.
Picture by Butch Nelson
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Puppy Parade - Fun Pictures
The joy of a new
pup! Jack and Jim
Miller.
Photo by Jim Miller

Blossom snuggling in.
Photo by Bob Knight

TracHer, Wirehaired
Pointing Griffon. Photo
by Susan Davy

Puppies are little miracles.
Phot by Norman Pope

Dixie loves the
fireplace.
Photo by
Norman Pope

Libertas Sue le Delavan. Aka:
Libby. Photo by Kim Bartells

Dam: Fabienne De
L’Escarbot, Sire:
Jarred Du Comte De
Batz Castelmore.
Producers: John and
Bruce Mooney
Photo by John
Mooney
Photo by Keith and Sue Beseke
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Breeders
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@outlook.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com

Stud Dogs
1. NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. TR GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula
("Pride") TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
August 27 & 28, 2016
Big Sky EB Gun Dog Club & Prairie Pointing Dog Club Field
Trials - Rocky Mountain Cup
Denton, MT
Contact Sherry Niesar at sniesar@outlook.com 701-527-3714
August 29, 2016
Big Sky EB Gun Dog Club
Big Sky EB Specialty Show and Conformation , Denton MT
Chairperson: Lynda Kieres (406) 777-5894
topperlyn@hotmail.com
Event Secretary: Janis Bruwelheide, 1406 Robin Ln, Bozeman
MT 59715 (406) 587-0405
kenandjanisbruwhelheide@yahoo.com
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Recipe: Blue Cheese-Stuffed

Strawberries Recipe*

Looking for a way to unique appetizer and make use of your
spring strawberries. This is it!
TOTAL TIME: Prep/Total Time: 25 min.
MAKES: 16 servings

Ingredients






1/2 cup balsamic vinegar
3 ounces fat-free cream cheese
1/2 cup crumbled blue cheese
16 large fresh strawberries
3 tablespoons finely chopped pecans, toasted

Directions
Place vinegar in a small saucepan. Bring to a boil; cook until liquid is reduced by half.
Cool to room temperature.
Meanwhile, in a small bowl, beat cream cheese until smooth. Beat in blue cheese. Remove stems and scoop
out centers from strawberries; fill each with about 2 teaspoons cheese mixture. Sprinkle pecans over filling,
pressing lightly. Chill until serving. Drizzle with balsamic vinegar.
*Recipe from: www.tasteofhome.com

Do you have a recipe to share with the membership? Please send it to
Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

There is no psychiatrist in the world like a
puppy licking your face.
Ben Williams
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

